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again we are most familiar with LBJ series, when we see Lebron EE Nike's time these shoes will feel very atmospheric, very like
appearance " Starter Edition "of Nike Ambassador 4, tough exterior put it if you can make yourself into every pitch, the fact is also
true, the continuation of the overall style of this shoe LeBron series of design style, put on after suddenly feeling fighting upgrade
quickly, although rarely with the technology, but in the end joined the air sole, air cushioning relatively prominent in the low-end
basketball shoe insole design considered very place, upper comfort and practical effect to other equally Shoes paragraph is worthy
of recognition, the sole extent abrasion and Li Ning "ease" series comparable very kind, this is the real can indeed feel in rubber
shoes for foot space this still needs to be strengthened in support of . But anyway back or forward, whether the shoe can try. Li Ning
"ease" series of basketball shoes, people feel a lithe, agile feeling from the appearance, whether it is a breakthrough, can jumper trip
people feel very attached to the foot, and with respect to the parcel of ANTA basketball shoes ankle shoes for this effect is very
obvious, and can greatly enhance the speed of real time. Mesh fabric upper makes this shoe design relative to the other three more
excellent shoe for better ventilation, new rubber sole has a slip resistant for quite good results, whether you are or rubber cement to
have a good site wear technology, compared with Lebron EE its overall breathability also has no small progress, it is more suitable
for speed-type guard to wear, is a real performance is very good shoes. Then the last pair of adidas No Mercy Low he is a simplified
version of the adidas TS Commander series, this shoe's price is very attractive, From the looks of it you can easily think of the adidas
TS Commander series, there is a bit of shadow Arenas series a few years ago, this shoe design ankles were thick and therefore
have a certain degree of protection, low to help design feel more fit a guard to wear, and Li Ning "ease" series of shoes is different,
this shoe shoe side support performance is quite outstanding, when you put it when feeling blend with it, feet on shoes perfect fit, so
the operation is more flexible, foot feeling really not very stable deep, if you do not like it easy to step through ANTA series Jiaogan,
adidas No Mercy Low will be a good choice, it is worthy of its Price. Xiao Bian personally I think that in real terms the four pairs of
shoes are very good, the four basketball boots is different, and the advantages and disadvantages are also extremely obvious, at
such a low price, there are so affordable technology, and people look pleasing to the eye, we are not already heart out? If double
echocardiography which quickly start it, small people like adidas No Mercy Low, then do you think? This is a wonderful low-end
basketball shoes, will not make you regret it. Public School NY early last month with Jordan Brand Air Jordan 10 work together to
create much of our attention, cooled after the event, eager network Stir it again, so we have to calm down the mind waves up again .
From the latest physical map view of the tongue and heel Tisheng are printed with the brand name, and is printed on the insole filled
with their honor, emitting a strong cooperation overall flavor, but somewhat unfortunately, is that the shoe is still not exposed the sale
of its information, interested friends may wish to continue to focus our follow-up reports friends. Valentine's Day gift Nike Air Max +
2013 2013-12-08 22:59:03 In the spring of this year launched a new Nike Air Max + 2013 design, remodeling Max Air cushion
means to provide unprecedented light runners, Rouhuan and flexibility. Valentine's Day 2013, Nike will launch Nike Air Max + 2013
pink running shoes during the festival. In addition, the country also introduced the same period a number of stores exquisite
Valentine's Day pink packaging, is to love the sport of his or her best Valentine's Day gift. Nike Air Max + 2013 upheld the Air Max
series of traditional sports aesthetic style, in addition to reshape the air, but also to achieve a comprehensive and innovative
performance: the upper with Hyperfuse technology and open hot-melt mesh design to increase breathability and comfortdynamic fly
line (Dynamic Flywire) Technology always protect the foot and enhance supportreticular groove lined wrap the whole foot, heel and
collar mold ankle support, with to feel comfortable wearing. Nike Air Max + 2013 pink running shoes will be held in nine cities
nationwide Nike store sale February 7, 2013 to 18, including Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Nanjing, Hangzhou,
Chengdu, Dalian and Wuhan. At the same time, consumers can also be ordered through this special edition shoes nikestore.com.
Nike KD 6 Elite "EYBL" details Appreciation 2014-05-06 22:50:42 EYBL is organized by Nike Basketball Nike Elite Youth
Basketball League, Nike had launched a KD5 Elite "EYBL" version for the tournament last year, overwhelmed, the new KD 6 Elite
"EYBL" is also ready. Compared to last year's edition, this year's KD 6 Elite "EYBL" more fancy, choice of purple shoes orange
shoes constitute, in the end partly by orange gradient effect rendering, in addition, similar floral design is lined one of the highlights.
Currently the official also did not give any news about this shoe commercial, the listing will also yet to be determined.
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